WE SUPPORT SUSTAINABLE PROJECTS
CENTRO PARA INTERVENCIONES URBANAS
DE DESARROLLO AVANZADO AL TRANSPORTE

TOGETHER WE MAKE IT HAPPEN
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COLOMBIA TOD – BASIC COMPONENTS

1. Land Value Capture Study
2. Policy’s
3. Continuity Study
4. Pilot Projects
5. Hired Staff
6. MRV
CIUDAT IMPACTS ON POLICIES

- POT - MMP MANIZALES
- MPSMP - STS IBAGUÉ
- PND
- MMP NATIONAL REGULATION
- POT MODERNOS
- MOVILITY CONPES (RECOMMENDATIONS) EXECUTION
- PSMP - MMP - PMP PEREIRA
- BLUE LINE - STS MONTERÍA
FINANCIAL MODEL

- **Non-Refundable Pre-Faseability**
  - Detail Engineering
  - Economic Counterpart
    - Project
    - Public
    - Private
  - Execution
    - Credit Rate Subsidy
4 Pilot projects selected by the Board in October 2016.

9 Viable projects identified
PASTO, NARIÑO
SUPER BLOCKS PILOT PROJECT
PILOT PROJECT - PASTO

Guarantee an adequate development of human activities.

Satisfaction of the population's demands.

Increases the levels of social, economic and environmental productivity and profitability.
PILOT PROJECT - PASTO

SUPER BLOCKS PILOT - SAN FELIPE - RIO PASTO
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WHAT’S COMING

TOD PROJECTS
IBAGUÉ AND OTHER CITIES

ALIGNMENT WITH BOGOTA’S METRO

COMPREHENSIVE URBAN MANAGEMENT

MANIZALES AND PEREIRA CABLE

RAILROAD PROJECTS

LEVERAGE OTHER COOPERATIONS